Abstract -Engineering 100 is a required course for all Roche said, "The U.S. Air Force desperately needs students at the US Air Force Academy (USAFA). It airmen and a vibrant civilian workforce with science, takes an innovative approach to first-year engineering technology, and systems-engineering skills [2] ." This education by introducing engineering in the context of course is also the first in the course sequence for the design process. At the beginning of the semester, systems engineering majors. The students learn about students are introduced to the systems engineering the systems engineering design process early in the design process and computational tools to help them course and must integrate processes and tools from each explore design alternatives and communicate their engineering discipline to build their final project. There design solutions. Students are organized into teams is also a focus on exposing the freshmen to science and and are given assignments geared towards hands-on technology in the Air Force. Students are given exposure to five engineering disciplines. astronautical, briefings by young officers serving in Civil Engineering aeronautical, mechanical, electrical, and civil. The and Air Force Research Laboratory engineering jobs. In final project requires them to design, construct, and addition, this year space wing officers from nearby launch a rocket-powered boost glider. The boost glider Schriever Air Force Base visited Engineering 100 to is produced in a five-stage process which balances observe and provide feedback to the students on their textbook and laboratory work, with each stage focused designs. The intent is that this interaction and the on one of the engineering disciplines. Faculty from motivational aspects of the course will help encourage each of the five engineering departments at the more students to major in one of USAFA's engineering Academy teach the course, reinforcing the majors. multidisciplinary nature ofengineering projects.
these disciplines using a semester-long boost glider 6. ... have fun! design project. They must use aeronautical engineering to design the glider, astronautical engineering to launch Student performance is assessed using multiple it, electrical engineering to power and control it during methods. The total grade consists of on-line quizzes flight, mechanical engineering to ensure a sturdy design, (300 o), one individual homework for each block (11%), and civil engineering to build a launch pad [1] . ten group projects which include hands-on testing,
reports, and briefings (490/O), and instructor and peer The secondary purpose is to motivate more evaluations (100%). An Engineering 100 web site was students to develop an interest in engineering. In a 2003 developed in-house which includes links to all assigned interview, then Secretary of the Air Force Dr. James readings, videos, handouts, homeworks and quizzes for each lesson. On-line quizzes are due before class and HOGGS strike aircraft should be able to launch and test knowledge and comprehension of each lesson's boost to sub-orbital velocity to arrive over a target material. Immediate feedback is provided to students anywhere on the earth and is designed to land and instructors so class time can be focused on areas of horizontally on a conventional 10,000 ft runway. This concern. Given this pre-class preparation, instructors defining concept adds real-world military applicability can concentrate on demonstrating concepts and active and motivation to the project. engagement in class with hands-on demonstrations versus a more standard lecture format.
However projects (rockets, gliders, and then finally boost gliders) in the wind tunnels tests stability and controllability The last three lessons of the semester are boost before the projects are launched. One wind tunnel is glider test flight days. Testing days are always a fun used to test pitch stability and one tests the ability ofthe and exciting part of the course, but thoroughness and boost glider to perform in roll mode. Each wind tunnel safety are first and foremost. Before launching or was built in-house, cost about $400 in materials, and testing rockets, gliders, or boost gliders, students must took one lab technician about two weeks to build. By analyze and assess the operational risk, complete an far, the most expensive part of the project involves the operational risk management worksheet, and brief their electronic components -servos, batteries, transmitters, classmates on safety procedures to follow in the field. and receivers used to guide the boost gliders (Figure 3) . Each student is assigned a launch day responsibility, However, even with -650 students per semester, only which consist of recorder, launch control officer (hooks ten transmitters are required because there are at most up logic circuit, counts down, pushes launch button), ten groups launching boost gliders at the same time. 2006 rating the course as good or better and 76% interested in engineering. However, some of the written ranking the relevance and usefulness of the course as comments provide some positive indicators that good or better. In comparison with other engineering Engineering 100 is making a difference. These include courses, the course-related questions were all ranked "Thanks to E100, I will most likely pursue a Civil higher, which included questions on course Engineering major," "Decided to change from fuzzy organization, degree to which the course met stated to tech major after this course," and "Engr 100 showed objectives, and intellectual challenge. In Fall 2005, the me that engineering isn't this big mighty giant to be course was ranked higher in comparison with other afraid of.." courses in nearly every area, including course organization, clarity of course objectives and 6. Course Improvements requirements, the degree to which the course met it stated objectives, quality and usefulness of course text (material), and the course as a whole [5] . Throughout the course development, changes/assessments have been made at the end of each Another useful tool is the use of on-line course academic year based on feedback from student surveys, which the students take three times throughout evaluations and instructors. For example, in AY 2003 each semester. The purpose is to assess the amount of projectile demonstrators were added to the astronautics effort undertaken by each student, pre-and post-block to better demonstrate ballistic motion. These knowledge of each topic area, and to gain feedback on devices launch plastic balls at three force levels and at specific blocks. For example, in Spring 2006 students varying angles. They are used to demonstrate several of ranked the rocket and glider exercises and the beam the principles in the readings and the rocket spreadsheet construction/testing high. Ranked lower was the can be used in class to have the students estimate launch inventor homework, materials testing lab, electrical velocities needed to reach an assigned range. In 2005, a engineering, and civil engineering exercises. The launch noise exercise was added to the civil engineering block. logic circuit exercise was overall ranked the most This exercise requires the students to build a noise challenging and difficult for the students. In addition, it suppression device and use a noise source and decibel is interesting to note that before taking the rockets meter to determine which group's design block the block, for example, 63% of the students reported that noise best [4] . In addition, a boost glider launch they either had a "fair" or "non-existent" understanding competition was added to the final day of launches to of the topic, while after completing the block 81% stimulate motivation near the end of the course. It also reported a "good" or "very-good" understanding of the provides an incentive for the students to rebuild their topic [6] . Feedback from both methods is used to make boost gliders. overall improvements to the course, as discussed later.
One recent addition to the course is more of an Optional written comments are also overall very effort on the part of the instructors to discuss group positive. Some notable comments from Fall 2007 work aspects with the students. The group aspect is include "This is a great course where you can often cited by the students as a challenging part of the incorporate what is learned in class to real life course; instructors are now including discussion of exercises," "I like this class because of the hands-on group work as a leadership challenge and how it fits into work and interaction, and I can actually see the USAFA's Officer Development System. If a group is usefulness," "A good course because it opened my eyes having trouble getting along, instructors may intervene; to the world of engineering as a major and in the Air however by and large the students must learn how to Force." The biggest complaint from the students is the motive their groups toward success -a very important group work and grading methodologies, such as "when leadership exercise (Figure 4 ). There has also been more your group members don't put in as much effort to interaction with officers serving in 
